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If you look at past papers, you will realize that most of them have trivial topics like foreign policy and protest
movements. Television offered massive opportunities for the U. They felt the war could be won. When
Johnson approved the Operation Rolling Thunder and began the massive bombings of Vietnam, the anti-war
movement grew to enormous proportions. In addition, the key military operations during the war were
influenced by the relationships between the military and the civilians. The second longest war in US history.
Because your classmates also have to write an essay about Vietnam and they will quickly choose the most
trivial topics. Guerilla tactics during the Vietnam War. This would shift the U. Even so, you may need some
assistance with writing the essay. It was a very long and conflicting war that actually started in and ended in 
On this day, the U. During this period, television expanded and turned into the most influential source of
information for all people. At first the United States attention was diverted from Vietnam to other foreign
affairs, but with the threat of communist taking over all of Indochina, the U. Johnson felt that the U. In ,
Congress repealed the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution as to limit the power of the president with the war. There is
much controversy over the reasons for the Vietnam War, supported by the several different books and articles
written about the war The war lasted 25 years killing many people and eventually the North Vietnamese won
Before s, America went through a period of what can be called social change Hall,  I know this because I am
twenty-two years old. Many young men and women of this age group are graduating from college and ready to
start their careers


